Identity and access management addresses how the identities of users of IT resources are created, evolved, utilized and retired. Critical in the process is assigning the appropriate user privileges and entitlements. Careful planning ensures you get the benefits and the security your enterprise needs from proper identity and access management.

Many factors drive interest in improving identity and access management—including compliance with regulations and contractual obligations, security risks, rising administrative costs and response to change. To demonstrate timely benefits from these improvements, projects must be manageable in scope, meaningfully sequenced, and executed in a framework of guiding principles and overall architecture.

HP offers a complete solution lifecycle to assist you in achieving the benefits available. The HP Identity and Access Management Readiness Workshop Service helps you assess readiness to act on your existing improvement plans, or to start development of those plans. Justifying IT projects is an important step of the journey. Through the readiness workshop, you utilize HP’s experience to connect business benefits to required business capabilities, and relate these business capabilities to needed operating improvements. This establishes the foundation to effectively express business value and drive organizational consensus for action.

Often solution components have been implemented to some extent already in some parts of the organization. The HP Identity and Access Management Readiness Workshop Service helps you recognize your progress while reviewing your current approach and roadmap of future improvement.

**Who, what, where and when**

Clearly defining who has access to what information, and where and when that access is granted are keystones to a secure IT environment. The objectives of the HP Identity and Access Management Readiness Workshop Service cover the first steps in establishing the needed architecture:

- Confirmation of business issues and goals around identity and access management
- Review of existing identity and access management initiatives
- Expression of business value of improved identity and access management solutions
- Next steps to achieve business goals for identity and access management
How it works
This short-term, focused engagement is completed in three phases. The two-day preparation and planning phase is completed offsite. An HP consultant will work with you to review the objectives of the HP Identity and Access Management Readiness Workshop Service and agree upon a project schedule, key participants and a work plan. The second phase is a three-day onsite process of information gathering. During the gather phase, workshop sessions will be held with the previously identified key players in the enterprise. In the third and final phase, the HP consultant will analyze the existing IT identity and access infrastructure and processes present, and then document the findings, issues and areas of improvement including potential for business value. This two-day onsite process culminates with a final presentation of the documentation to all key players that participated in the workshop service.

Service options
HP Services offers a full breadth of end-to-end solutions that go beyond the scope of this packaged service. Other offerings include:

- HP Identity and Access Management Discovery and Framework Service—establishes architectural principles, plans overall architecture, helps express business value, and develops or verifies a roadmap of identity management improvement projects
- HP Business Value Assessment Service—develops a financial analysis of candidate improvements by identifying and linking relevant operating drivers to business capabilities, and business capabilities to cash flows
- HP Access Management Design and Planning Service—characterizes the customer’s current state of access management and develops a detailed design for improvement and a plan for implementation
- HP Identity Provisioning Design and Planning Service—characterizes the customer’s current state of identity provisioning and develops a detailed design for improvement and a plan for implementation
- HP Directory Integration Design and Planning Service—characterizes the customer’s current state of identity data presentation and develops a detailed design for improvement and a plan for implementation
- HP Identity and Access Management Implementation Service—manages scope, schedule and resources to implement identity and access management improvements to an agreed plan

Custom services are available to meet the specific requirements of your identity and access management needs if the options above do not fit your requirements. Please contact your local HP sales representative for more details.

Ordering information
HP Identity and Access Management Readiness Workshop Service
HP P/N H9157A

For more information
For more information on this offering, or to get started, please contact your local HP sales representative or contact us via our web page: http://www.hp.com/hps